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Algebra 2B
Mr. Siverling

msiverling@hayward.kl2.wi.us
Phone: 715-558-4164

Office Hours: 8am - 11 am Monday through Friday
I check my emails often so do not hesitate to reach out during other times.

The intention of this packet is to provide you with the fundamental concepts from
the remaining sections of Algebra 2B. In the packet you will find filled in notes and
homework problems from each of the sections we deemed “most valuable.”

If you are not already in the Google Class, the code is: z37wcii

-This is the code for the class that will include Ms. Stark’s students too

All pertinent information needed for Algebra 2 will be posted to the Google Class
page and you will be given access to the documents through Google Drive Any
other material that I can find online or if I work a problem through on the board will
be posted to the Google Class page as well. Things like videos, calculators, and other
enrichment activities may also be posted so check back often.

Material that will be looked at for grade determination are:
• Completed assignments (from textbook and worksheets) — work must be

shown.

• Final assessment (you will be allowed to use the notes and your completed

assignments so hang on to them)

**NOTE: All questions from your textbook are odd numbered so you can check your
answers as you go. Use this resource to verify that you are doing the work correctly
and seek out help if you are getting the problems wrong.
DO NOT COPY ANSWERS FROM THE BACK OF THE BOOK!

Please email me a picture of your completed worksheets each week so I can grade
them. Make sure to include your work, not just the answers.

Do not hesitate to reach out for any questions or concerns you may have. Stay safe
and stay healthy!!



Assignment list

Week I
• C-4 Worksheet
• C-5 Worksheet

Week 2
• 0-4 pg P12 #1-l7odds
• 0-5pgPl5 #3,4,5
• 0-6pgPl9 #1-l5odds
• 0-9 pg P27 #1,3

Week3
• 8-1 pg 534-535 #1, 3, 7-15 odds
• 8-3 pg 548 #7-l9odds
• 8-5 pg 563-564 #1-9 odds
• 8-6pg570 #1,3,9,11

Week 4
• 0-8 pg P23 #1-11 odds
• 9-1 pg 599-600 #13, 17, 21, 23, 25, 31, 33, 35,47
• 9-2pg608#11-29odds

Week 5
• Special triangle Worksheet
• 9-3 pg 616 #13,15,19, 21, 23, 25, 27, 29
• Exact value of trig functions worksheet

Week 6
• Law of Sines worksheet
• Law of Cosines worksheet
• 10-1 pg 658 #9-19 odds



C-4 Ellipses
Ellipses are the paths ot planets and comets around the

Sun, or of moons around planets.

An ellipse is the set of all points in a plane
whose distance from two fixed points in the
plane have a constant sum. The fixed points
are the foci (plural of focus) of the ellipse. The
line through the foci is the focal axis. The
point on the focal axis midway between the
foci is the center. The points where the ellipse
intersects its axis are the vertices of the
ellipse.

Key Points on the Focal Ais of an Ellipse

http://www.cool math.corn/algebral25-conic-sections/02-introduction-ell i pses-O I .htrn



KeyConcept Equations of Ehpses Centered at the Origin

________ __________

Standard Form ± = 1 + 1
a2 b2 b2

Li6ntatlln horizontal vertical

Foci (cO),(—c,O) (Oc)(O,—c

Length of Major Axis 2i units 2a units

Length of Minor Axis 2b units 2b units

There are several important relationships among the many parts of an ellipse.

• The length of the major axis, 2a units, equals the sum of the distances from the foci

to any point on the ellipse. .i

• 11w values e[a, 1,, and care related by the equation c— =a-— h—.

• The distance from a locus to either coverte is a units. Q. (.3 c_Lwos f’i—q

[ieyConcept Equations of Ellipses Centered at (h, k)

‘x— M2 I — IA2 — 2 ‘x— j2

Standard Form ‘ ‘ + “ ‘
= 1 “

‘ +‘ ‘ = 1
a2 b2 a2

Orientation horizontal vertical

Foci (h±c,l) (h,k±

Vertices (h ± a, k) (h, k ± a)

Co-vertices (ii, k ± b) (Ii ± b, h)
-

Wdte an Equation Given Vertices and Foci

Write an equation for the ellipse. Je.(-hi
(0,0)

:LILJzUii ii.:

32 -lc

-

--

1. Write an eqiialion for an ellipse with vertices at (—4,0) and (4,0) and Foci at

(2,0) and (—2,0).

(

Oi



You can also dLtt’rmitw thc cuation for an t’llipse i on are given all four verticts.

WritewiEqiatiOnGiven:the Lengths of the Axes

Write an equation for the ellipse with vertices at (6, —8) and (6, 4) and vcrLiccs

at (3, —2) and (9, —2).

2. Write an equation for the eflipse with vertices at (-3, 8) and (9, 8) and
co-vertices at (3, 12) and (3, 4).

ho(L?orr.4J



Find the coordinates of the cnter and foci and the lengths of the
major and minor axes for the ellipse with the given equation.
Then graph the ellipse.

:
I

___

(1) H) c

Find the coordinates of the center and foci, and the lengths of the major and minor
axes of an ellipse with equation 25x2 + 9y2 + 250x — 3by + 436 = 0. Then graph
the ellipse. — —

25x2 + 250x + 9y2 - 36y = -436

+ < 4 9 (- +
r -

—:;--------— z 2 2S
?Zr

____

o_.. s

møjot-.1o
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(sç))

-
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NAME DATE PERIOD

C-4 Skills Practice
Ellipses

Write an equation for each ellipse.

Worksheet

Write an equation for an ellipse that satisfies each set of conditions.

4. endpoints of major axis at (0, 6)

and (0, —6), endpoints of minor

axis at (—3, 0) and (3, 0)

5. endpoints of major axis at (2, 6)
and (8, 6), endpoints of minor
axis at (5, 4) and (5, 8)

6. endpoints of major axis at (7, 3)
and (7, 9), endpoints of minor
axis at (5, 6) and (9, 6)

7. major axis 12 units long and
horizontal, minor axis 4 units
long, center at (0, 0)

8. endpoints of major axis at (—6, 0)

and (6. 0), foci at 0)

and(/,0)

9. endpoints of major axis at (0, 12)

and (0, —12), foci at (0.

and(0,—1)

1. y

‘4

(0 2J

•:4 2Oj jJ4x

2. (05)
3.

(0—2)

(0-5)

(0,—i>

Chapter 9 27 Glencoe Algebra 2



NAME

_____________________________________

DATE

________________________

PERIOD

Find the coordinates of the center and foci and the lengths of the major and minor axes for the ellipse with the given

equation. Then graph the ellipse.

1 11._1)2 +
(x_3)2

= 1 12.
(x+4)2

+
0+3)2

= 1
100 81 36 9 49 25

Center: Center: Center:

Foci: Foci: Foci:

Major axis length: Major axis length: Major axis length:

Minor Axis length: Minor Axis length: Minor Axis length:

Chapter 3 2 Glencoe Algebra I



NAME

______________________________________

DATE

_________________________

PERIOD

13..7x2+y2+6y—56x+93=O 14.3x2+y2—6x—6=O 15.2x2+3y2+12y—20x+14=O

Center: Center: Center:

Foci: Foci: Foci:

Major axis length: Major axis length: Major axis length:

Minor Axis length: Minor Axis length: Minor Axis length:

Chapter 3 2 Glencoe Algebra I



A hyperbola is the set of all points in a plane
whose distances from two fixed points in the
plane have a constant difference. The fixed
points are the foci of the hyperbola. The line
through the foci is the focal axis. The point on
the focal axis midway between the foci is the
center. The points where the hperbola
intersects its focal axis are the vertices of the
h3perbola.

http://www.coolmath.corn/algebral25-conic-sections/04-introduction-hyperbolas-O 1

4bL4
KeyConcept Equations of Hyperbolas Genterld at (h, k

Ix—h2 Ill— Jj2 (v— j2 1x— Th2
Standard Form — 1 — = 1

a2 a2

Orientation horizontal vertical

Foci (fl ± c, k) (h, k ± c)

Vertices (ii ± a, k) - (h, k ± a)

Co-vertices (I?, k ± b) (ii ± b, k)

hjguationsofAsymptotes y—k= ±{x—h) y—k=±(x—h)

As with ellipses, there are several important relationships among the parts of hyperbolas.

• There are two axes of symxnetr

• The values of a, b, and c are related by the equation c2 = a2 +b2.

C-5 Hyperbolas

•

)

U

Pt.

(‘enter /
Focal axis

,(r.O)



Graphing Hyperbolas

1. Graph the vertices
2. Use a and b to draw the box
3. Draw the diagonals (asymptotes)
4, Draw the hyperbola starting at the vertices

9 4

7

_ck

ft,

Example: Sketch the Hyerbola ‘‘
. H. H

C(O,D)
O(

\Jo)
(3,0)

k

4

CZ::: i

c
O)

o —o
iQ)

I Write an Equation Given Vertices and I

Write an equation for the hyperbola shown in the graph.
I... ..L.J1
—5,0> .7 (4,o) (s,o

—4

L - iJIJ

ci



The asymptotes for a vertical hyperbola are y x and y —x and the vertices are

at (0, 5) and (0, —5). Write the equation for the hyperbola.

CO)

2)

4O-’ -zs)

Graph
3)2

— (y
16

= 1. Identify the vti, foci, and asynpcs

2q
CC3,-2)

kvriorI

C. .-%4.1i0

c_ AJ’f.’17

(-3)



Class Exercises

Write an equation for each hyperbola.

9) — -(/

C(Q,o) 4.

(08

(4. 98)
7

C(o,oj

b9

? b

L4I it5’

16

Graph each hyperbola. Identify the vertices, foci, and asymptotes.

* *,

2

60

8. 4x2 + 24x —i,2 + 4y —4 0

- (2-



C-5 Skills Practice Worksheet
Hyperbolas

Write an equation for each hyperbola.

1.

Write an equation for the hyperbola that satisfies each set of conditions.

2.

3. vertices (—4,0) and (4, 0), conjugate axis of length 8 4. vertices (0, 6) and (0, —6), conjugate axis of length 14

\(5O)4 [.t
I (5W -—

‘-8-4 C

j 4 8x:

0)

•:

---i-—--—
-8 —4 04 8

o::7i (06)

5. vertices (—3, 0) and (3, 0), foci (+5, 0) 6. vertices (0, —2) and (6, —2), foci (3 ±/T, —2)



Graph each hyperbola. Identify the center, vertices, foci, and asymptotes.

1O.——--= 1 1l.———= 1 12.
— (y+2)2

= 1
9 36 49 9 4 16

center: center: center:

vertices: vertices: vertices:

foci: foci: foci:

asymptotes: asymptotes: asymptotes:

13.
(y2)2 — (x_1)2

= 1 14. 16x2 — 9y2 + 128x + 36y + 76 = 0

center: center:

vertices: vertices:

foci: foci:

asymptotes: asymptotes:



0-4 Counting Techniques
Recall that an outcome is the result of a single trial of a EX: Flipping a Coin
process involving chance, called a probability
experiment. The set of all possible outcomes of such an
experiment is called a sample space. 4

Tree diagram - used to systematically list the outcomes in a sample
space

Tree diagram if I have 3 shirts (red, yellow, white) and 2 pairs of
pants (black, tan)

-

f KtyConcept Fundamental Counting Prlnclp!e

Words The number of possible outcomes in a sample space can be found by multiplying the
number of possible outcomes for each event.

Symbols If event Mcan occur in mways and is followed by event N that can occur in n ways, then
the event Mfollowed by Ncan occur in m. nways.

This rule can be extended to three or mare events.

BICYCLES A bicycle manufacturer makes five- and ten-speed bikes in seven different
colors and four different frame sizes. How many different bicycles does the
manufacturer make?

Fç

A shoe manufacturer makes brown and black shoes in nine different
sizes. How many different shoes does the manufacturer make?

2 c9



Counting problems can also involve determining the number of different arrangements

of objects. An arrangement of a group of distinct objects in a certain order is called a

permutation. For example, there are 6 permutations of the le ,B,and C.

ABC ACB BAC BCA CAB CBA

To determine this number mathematically, apply the Fundamental Counting Principle.

There are 3 choices for the first letter. Once this letter is chosen, 2 choices remain for the

sccnnd letter. After the first two lethers are chosen, only one choice remains.

first totter second letter third letter permtttattons

3 2 1 = 6

BAND There are 8 finalists in a band competition. In how many different ways can

the bands be ranked if they cannot receive the same ranking?

.7. .

There are 9 players in the baseball lineup. No two players can share the same spot in the

lineup. How many lineups are possible?

The product 3. 2. 1 can also he written as 3t•, which is read 3 factorial.

5!= -

1 120 O!—1(bycleflnition)

8!=

Concept Permutations of nObjects Taken r atalime

The number of permutations of robjects taken from a group of a distinct objects is given by
—

nr (a c)!

p3 s’ (c

__

-

8P6

ttafl,ataIk

TUTOPItIG how many different ways can two Iudents he assigned to five tutors if

only one student is assigned to each tutor?

How many ways can I choose the 1 SI, 2nd. or 3rd place winners in the talent contest with

13 contestants?



A selection of distinct objccb in which tho order of the objects selected is not importurt is
called a combination. — -

____________

Concept Combinations of ii Objects Taken rat a Time -

The number of combinations of robjects taken from a group of n distinct objects is given by
n!

n r
— rl (n — r)l 1!

io2 Is

CARDS How many ways are there to choose S cards from a standard deck of
52 playing cards?

Twenty-five students write their nanies on slips of paper Then three different
names are chosen at random to receive prizes. Determine whether each situation
involves ;;crmutatzvns or co,nlonatw,;s.

a. choosing 3 people to each receive a “no homework” coupon

£Or1 binc-I-ion ZSC3 :2,3O

b. choosing 3 people to each receive one of the following prizes 1st prize, a new

graphing calculator; 2nd prize, a “no homework” coupon; 3rd prize, a new pencil

Di11rr
permutation The order of objects or • arranging a • arranging 4 books on a

people is important. • an arrangement of first, bookshetf
second, and third an arrangement of the

letters in moth

combination The order of objects or • selecting a of y • selecting 3 of 8 favors

people is not important. choosing x from y . choosing 2 people from

a group of 7

(5
“3 SI5c3

(5- i

s

8C6: zg’ ‘.

((r’ rc0



0-5 Adding Probabilities
Probability is a measure of the chance that a

given event E will occur. The probability P(E)
that an event will occur is always given as a

ratio between 0 and 1, inclusive.

If we assume that all outcomes of an experiment are equally likely, then we can calculate

the theoretical probability that an event will occur using the sample space of possible

outcomes. We can also calculate the empirical or experimental probability using
outcomes obtained by actually performing trials of the experiment.

KeyConcept Theoretical and Experimental Probability

Given the frequency of outcomes from a
certain number of trials of an experiment,
the experimental probability P01 an event Eis

________________________

given by

PEE’ number of favorable trials
— number of trials

)

14

Number Rolled

If each outcome is assumed to be equally likely,
the theoretical probability Pof an event Eis
given by

P(E) number of favorable outcomes
number of possible outcomes

The graph shows the results of several
trials of an experiment in which a single
die is rollecL

a. What is the experimental probability
of rolling a 6?

ity of rolling a 6?

1



An event that has a single outcome, such as rolling a 6 on a die, is called a simple event.
Many problems involve finding the probability of a composite or compound event,
which consists of two or more simple events. lb find the probability of a compound
event, you must consider whether the events can occur at the same time.

Events that cannot occur at the same time are said to be mutually exclusive. Mutually
exclusive events have no outcomes in common. For example. because it is not possible tc
draw a card from a standard deck that is both a king and a queen, these two events are
mutually exclusive. It is possible to draw a card that is both a king and a spade, SO these
events are not mutually exclusive.

Mutually Exclusive Not Mutually Exclusive

KyCancept Mdition Rules for Probability

If two events A and B are mutually exclusive, the If two events A and B are not mutually exclusive,
probability that A or B will occur is the probability that A or B will occur is

P(A orB) = P(,4) + P(B). P(A orB) = P(A) + P18) — P(A and B).
.1

—- I-
+ —.. —

Determine whether the events are mutually exclusive or not mutually exclusive.
Then find the probability.

a. Keisha has a stack of 8 baseball cards, 5 basketball cards, and 6 hockey cards. If
she selects a card at random from the stack, what is the probability that ills a
baseball or a hockey card?

C... (9 j

b. Suppose that of 1400 students, 550 take Spanish, 700 take biology, arid 400 take
both Spanish and biology. What is the probability that a student selected at
random takes Spanish or biology?

lJME

___

IYtrj

Kings Queens

/ K4 \

Q4 ,

1(4 0+
. K / Q l

Kings Spades

1(4 1(4 7*8494
1(4 /1041*

\,/Q4 .

..L .r j

+

I tt’

‘Ytk)



Determine whether the events are mutnalli exclusive or not mutually exclusive.

Then find the probability.
3. A card is drawn at random from a standard deck of cards.

a. P(club or diamond)

(FJ 13 13 2L
-

b. P(ace or spade)

‘
sa ,-,

c. Pjack or red card)

M1E

_

S2. s..

OUDS Another measure of the chance that an event will occur is called odds. The odds

of an event occurring is a ratio that compares the number of ways an event can occur

s (successes) to the number of ways it cannot occurf (failure), or s tof. The sum of the

number of success and failures equals the number of possible outcomes.

9. Two fair coins are tossed. Find the odds in favcrof both landing on heads. Then find

the odds in avorof tails.

fJH l•3



0-6 Multiplying Probabilities
If the occurrence of one event does not affect the probability of a second event occurring,
then the two events are independent events.

[ Concept JZZ
It two events A and B are independent, then the probability that A and B will occur is

This rule can be extended to three or more independent emote.

A coin is tossed and a die is rolled. What is the probability of the coin landing on
tails arid rolling a 3? 1 - .J_.

-
- 12.

A card is drawn from a standard deck of 52 cards. A spinner with four equal sections of different
colors is spun. ‘Miat is the probability of drawing a jack and the spinner landing on red?

-. J-f
3.

A bag contains 8 red pencils, 6 yellow pencils, and 5 purple pencils. Two pencils are drawn one at a time
and replaced. Miat is the probability of picking a red pencil and then a red pencil?

•

__ __

jc

If the occurrence of the first event does affect the probability of the second event occurring, then the
events are dependent events

The probability of an event A occurring given that event B has already occurred is called
a conditional probability and is represented byP(B IA), read the probability of B giveu A.
This notation is used in the rule for the probability of two dependent events.

[ V1Concept Probability of Dependent Events

If two events A and B are dependent, then the probability that A and B will occur is

P(AandB)=P(A).P(BIA).
.

This rule can be extended to three or more dependent events,

A bag contains 12 red, 9 blue, 11 yellow, and 8 green marbles. If two
marbles are drawn at random and tre laced, what is the probability
that a red and then a blue marble are dr ?

i?
q

On the last day of the grading period, three students with the highest average get to pick a prize from
a bag that contains 4 pairs of sunglasses, 5 key chains, and 6 car air fresheners. What is the
probability that the first student draws a key chain, the second draws a car air freshener, and the
third draws a keychain?

_,. —i— 4
15’ i’-( T



!eConcept Conditional Probability

P(Aarid B)
P(BIA)= P(A) ,whereP(A)#O.

FOOD At a restaurant, 25% of customers order chili. If 4% of customers order chili

and a baked potato, find the probability orders

a baked potato. 01

P(cr.o
P(c) .Zs

A bag contains 8 red pencils, 6 yellow pencils, and 5 purple pencils. Two pencils are drawn one at a time

and not_replaced. What is the probability that the second pencil is purple, given that the first pencil is red?

What is the probability of drawing a King from a deck of
cards given that it is raining outside?

A contingency or two-way frequency table is often used to show the observed or relative

frequencies of data from an experiment classified according to two variables, with the

rows indicating one variable and the columns indicating the other. These tables can be

used to find conditional probabilities.

MEDICINE A drug company conducted an experiment to determine the effectiveness

of a certain new drug. Test subjects were randomly assigned to one of two groups:

a treatment group, which received the drug, or a control group, which received a

placebo instead of the drug. The contingency table below shows the results.

b. Find the probability that a test subject was in the control group given that his or

her condition did not improve.

If A and B are dependent events, then the conditional probability of event B occurring, given that event

A has already occurred, is

a. Find the probability that a test subji
was in the treatment group.

)

given that he or she



0-9 Measures of Center, Spread, and Position

Statistics is the science of collecting, organizing, displaying, and analyzing data in order
to draw conclusions and make predictions. The branch of statistics that focuses on

collecting, summarizing, and displaying data is called descriptive statistics.

The entire group of interest to a statistician is called a Population

population. A variable is a characteristic of a population
that can assume different values called data. Data that
include only one variable are called univariate data.
When it is not possible to obtain data about every
nwrnher of a population, a representative sample or
subset of the population is selected.

Univariate data are often summarized using a single
number to represent what is average or typical. Measures
of average are also called measures of center or central tendency.

The most common measures of center are mean, median, and mode.

• The mean Is the sum of the values in a set of data x1, x2,..., x divided by the total number of
x1+x2+...+xn

values a In the set. The formula for population mean p is p
=

• The median is the middle value or the mean of the Iwo middle values in a set of data when the data

are arranged in numerical order.

• The mode Is the value or values that appear most often In a set of data. A set of data can have no
mode, one mode, or more than one mode.

For srnrirrr reico p rti

SOFT DRINKS The number of milligrams of sodium in a 12-ounce can of ten different
brands of regular cola are shown below. Find the mean, median, and mode.

50, 24O,?,20

Z-io
-

‘3

?9- /0

—



NAME

_____________________________________

DATE

_______________________

PERIOD

___________

8-1 Study Guide and Intervention
Random Sampling

Classifying Studies Various study types can be used to collect sample information.

Te 4 DefinitiSJm 1e iL
Survey a means of obtaining information from a population or taking a poll to learn who people will

a sample of the population vote for in an upcoming election

Experiment an operation in which something is intentionally done studying the differences between two
to people, animals, or objects, and then the response groups of people, one of which
is observed receives a treatment and the other a

placebo

Observational Study an examination in which individuals are observed and observing a group of 100 people, 50
no attempt is made to influence the results of whom have been taking a

treatment; collecting, analyzing, and
interpreting the data

Example 1: Determine whether each situation describes a survey, an experiment, or an observational study.

Then identify the sample, and suggest a population from which it may have been selected.

The school administrators want to start an after-school tutoring program. They send a questionnaire to

100 students randomly selected from those who had a grade-point average less than 2.8.

This is a survey, because the data are collected from participants’ responses in the questionnaire. The sample is the

100 students who received the questionnaire, and the population is all of the students who had a grade-point average

less than 2.8.

Example 2: Determine whether the following situation calls for a survey, an experiment, or an observational study.

Explain your reasoning.

You want to know how students and parents feel about school uniforms.

This calls for a survey. It is best to obtain the data by asking a random sample of students and a random sample of parents

to give their opinions.

Exercises

Determine whether each situation calls for a survey, an experiment, or an observational study. Explain your

reasoning.

1. A research group wants to determine if playing music in a patient waiting room reduces stress levels. Experiment;

sample answer: A sample of patients from two different waiting rooms will need to be
tested, which means that the members of the sample will be affected by the study.

2. A nutrition research group wants to determine whether ninth-grade students who reported having eating breakfast

every school morning had higher standardized test scores than who did not report having eaten breakfast every school

morning. Observational study; sample answer: The scores of the participants are observed

and compared without them being affected by the study.
3. A restaurant plans to ask 100 randomly selected customers to determine which menu item is most popular. Survey;

sample answer: The data will be obtained from opinions given by members of the sample

population.
Chapter 8 5 Glencoe Algebra 2



NAME DATE PERIOD

8-1 Study Guide and Intervention (continued)

Random Sampling

Make Inferences Once data have been collected using a random sample, you can analyze the data to calculate a sample
statistic and make inferences about the population. In some cases, you can make an inference about the population without
knowing the size of the population.

Example 1: A random sample of the 5000 employees at a company
were surveyed about the type of pet they own. Based on the results in
the graph, what is the most reasonable inference about the number of
employees who own a dog?

Step 1 Determine the number of employees in the random sample.
150+350+200+50=750
So, there were 750 employees in the random sample.

Step 2 Calculate the sample proportion.
350 employees in the random sample own a dog.
350
— 0.47
750
The sample proportion is about 0.47.

Type Of Pet

Step 3 Use the sample proportion to make an inference about the population.
0.47 • 5000 = 2350
It is reasonable to infer that approximately 2350 employees at the company would own a dog.

Example 2: A student chose a random sample of 4% of the athlete’s at a school. The student found that 5 of the
athletes were boys. What is the most reasonable inference about the number of athletes at the school that are boys?

Step I Write an expression for the size of the sample.
Let P represent the number of athletes that are boys.
Then 0.04P represents the number of athletes that are boys.

Step 2 Calculate the sample proportion.
The sample proportion of athletes who are boys is 5.
5 = 0.04P
125 = P
It is reasonable to infer that approximately 125 athletes at the school are boys.

Exercises

1. A random sample of the 2000 students at an elementary school were
surveyed about their favorite color. Based on the results in the graph, what

_______ _____________

is the most reasonable inference about the number of students who chose

_______ _____________

pink as their favorite color?
about 471

2. A random sample of 20% of the teachers in a district was chosen. It was

______ ____________

found that 40 of the teachers were female. What is the most reasonable

_______ _____________

inference about the number of teachers in the district that are female?

200

Dog FIsh Hamster

Favorite Color

I

12

‘ 6
4: H

Red Blue Green Pink

Chapter 8 6 Glencoe Algebra 2



8-3 Population Parameters

1 Estimate Population Means or Proportions A population parameter is a

number that represents the whole population, These are usually unknown values and

must be estimated from given data. 1 he population mean is a population paranwter that

calculates the mean, or average, of the entire population. The population mean can be

represented by i. Another parameter is the population proportion p. which is the

number ol members in the population sharing a particular attribute divided by the

number of members in the population.

4 Key Concept Population Mean and Population Proportio_

Five students with test scores 100,100,91,84. and 75

Population Mean Population Proportion

average of a sample survey I fraction or percentage of the sample survey

F
that possess a particular trait

orma
Proportion of test scores higher than 90:

(test scores higher)

x1+x7 + + +X, (number of test)

N

Real-World Example 1 Use Data to Estimate Population Mean

COLLEGE All 51 residents in a dorm were surveyed to

see how many classes lhcy are taking this semester.
The results are shown in the table at the right.

What is the population mean for the number

of dasses taken thts semester? S I
Number of Classes Number of Total Number of

Residents Classes

1 6

2 5

3 26 -

4 11

5 3 -

/S3

Guided Practice
kHout IWhat is the population mean for the number / a

of hours worked per day? — -‘••f’••• ,

2 IO.s—

los-



Example 2 Use Data to Estimate Population Proportion

In a population of 250 people, 90 said they prefer running over hiking.

a. What is the population proportion of people who prefer running over hiking?

b. What percent of the population prefers running to hiking?

0

b)

Guided Practice

Find the following population proportions.

2k 105 people prefer running over hiking.

!Z.

The margin of error tells you the interval in which the result will fall relative to the real
population value.

A confidence level is a percentage that measures how confident you can be in a given
margin of error.

$ Key Concept Margin of Error Formula

margin of error ± 4l1O0l
vfl

wlwre os the sample si20

Example 3 Calculate Margin of Error

A survey is conducted to determine how people will vote (or the school presidential
candidacy. The rcsult of the 500 students surveyed showed that 62% will vote for
Candidate B. Find the margin of error. s —

3. A survey is conducted to detcrniiiw the most liked color of the rainbow. The resuli
of the 200 people surveyed showed that 44, of people like the color blue the most.
Find the margin of error.

-

I



Real-World Example4 Use Margin of Error to Find Sample Size

RESEARCH You arc a member of a research team and are going to run a simulation.
The simulation needs to result in an adequate sample size and margin of error for each

trial.

a. Find the sample size von should use in your simulation for a margin of error of ± 3%.

Substitute ±3% for the margin of error and solve for n in the margin of error
formula. fF 03

I
1/—’(Aj-i

J n 10 9
-03

b. Determine the sample size that has a margin of error of ± 10%.

Substitute ±10% (or the margin of error and solve for n in the margin of error
formula.

_- =

—---- 4()=

Gud Practice

4. The finance director decides to conduct a survey w a margin of error of ±4%.
Find the appropriate sample size.

1. MODELING Jesse does community service keeping the
local park clean. lie noticed people who come to the
park on a regular basis to play chess for several hours. O 3
Jesse surveyed some of the players to find the total 5 * 12
number of hours the’ play each week. Use the table to )

calculate the population mean. 11t1

2 f 25
Zi

2. A survey is conducted to find the most—watched TV

network during the times of 5:00 P.M. to 10:00 RM. Out
of a sample of 175 people, 59 viewers are watching the

news channel during this time frame. What is the population proportion of people
who are watching the news channel?



8-5 Evaluating Published Data

1 Evaluate Reports Reports pirhbhed en nvsvs sih, or ga/rues, and in
.i.ertisrng may present d.tta (corn sir rs cus or studies It is in1 rtant ti t cad tire

reports critts ,llr tim icrumite ii hr’thr’ r tire crmnclrisioirs prese ited in the rt’por ts ire

valid. Consider the following.

,,__—._V,e the survey hosed on a rjndom ‘asnrple’

• What wi, the site of the sample?

• Could bias hive t’sen introduced in conducting the survey?

• Wts the study based on a controlled esperiulent with individual, randontlv aslgn
to a control group mcd to a treatment group’

(itt a cmrie-andf1ect retstronship be deduced from the data?

1. TEXTING I splain whether the conclusion presented in the following report is valid.

U.S. Students Test Less Often in Cbss Than Originally Thought

A survey asked 450 students at Madison 1 ligh School how often they sent one or
more test messages while in class, Of the students surveyed, $6’t. said they never
send a test in class, The results of the survey show that testing in class is not as
serious a problem as some mae have feared.

-

L?6T

us.
-

BlOOD PRiSSIJRE hcplain whether the conclusion presented in the following report
is valid.

Eating Fruit Lowers Blood Pressure

The cafeteria at Midville Hospital offers a bowl of fresh fruit and other items for dessert.
Researchers tracked 200 hospital employees who tat lunch at the cafeteria cacti day.
They divided the employees into two groups those who chose (mit for dessert and
those who chose either items fur dessert. At the nd of si, months, the researchers
measured the blood rrtw’urc of the ensptesves and found that those in the group that
chose fruit had a loissir average blood pressure titan those whit chore other desserts.

-

1



9 lcknttt’y Misleadrrtq Uses of Data Data Item a sursey or study can be presented

to a variety of ways. In sonic cases, the data may be pre’.ented in a graph so that
someone might dine an incorrect conclusion front the data Consider the hllotcing.

• Do the scales on the ases begin at ero (not, Is a break slmwrt on the avs?

• Do the scales on the ass’s use consistent intervals het;set’n tick marks?

• Do the waft’s on the aws distort difterens Cs Ifl the data values?

• Does a histogram group data values epproprisis’l ? I

• Could the person or organiiation presenting the dal,s base a reason to create a

mislcadtng graph?

Real World Example 2 Identify Mtsleading Uses of Data

MASCOTS Explain whether the data presented in the following niport Is mbleadlng.

lSL

2. CHARITY Explain whether the data presenterl are misleading.

Donations Are Looking Good!

A random sample of 10 donations
received this week at the Gray
Foundation show that most donations
to the charity are in the $41 to $60
range. The histogram displays the
data. The dollar values of the
donations in the random sample are
given below.
42, 21, 35, 41, 43, 20, 43, 25, 41,42

$

I lawks The Overwhelming Choice

Students at Rediwaxi High Schvol are

chor.sng a new mascot (or the sdinol’s
teams. A random sample of 5b students
at the schsxil were survcsx. and given a
c’boice t four mascots, The results,
shssisit in the bar graph, indicate an
overwhelming preference for If awLs as
the new naitwa (sir the school’s teanis,

Mascot Suevoy
2O

•
is

:t it

as
Z lies F,ndai I’4.’,k Sr”;sys

Team Name

Gray Foundation
Donations

6

C

Donation Amount 1$)

Pg. 563-1,2,4,7, 10, 17
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8-6 The Normal Distribution
Kc yGoncept The Normal Distribution

_____

• The graph of the curve Is continuous, bellshaped, and symmetric with respect to the mean.

• The mean, median, and mode are equal and located at the center.

• The curve approaches, but never touches, the x-axis.

• The total area under the curve is equal to 1 or 1 DOD/u.

The area under the normal curve represents the amount of data within a certain interval
or the probability that a random data value falls within that interval. The Empirical Rule
can be used to determine the area under the normal cur’’e at specific intervals.

Stylip
Normal Dllbulins In eli ol

levGonaept The Emphical Rule These cases. tl,e number of
da values must be large for

with mean ii and

• approximately 68% of the data 2.35% 2.35%
fall within icr of the mean,

• approximately 95% of the data i— p i+ p+2 s+3t

fall within 2cr of the mean, and

• approximately 997% of the data
95%

fall within 3cr of the mean. 997%

Useth irIci

A normal djstril,ution has a mean of 21 and a standard deviation of 4.

a. Find the range of values that represent the middle 68% of the distribution.

‘

b. What perceitthe data will be greater than 29?

1. A normal distribution has a mean of 11.2 md a standard deviation of 1.3.

A. Find the range of values that represent the middle 95i of the distribution.

8. What percent of the data will h less than 4.3?

A.) -<xç,rjc: -

3,),

L L ---

‘• i
- I



L4IT) Use thø mpJrIcaJ RUioalyeaUsmbulln

HEIGHTS The heights of 1800 adults are normally distributed with a mean of
70 inches and a standard deviation of 2 inches.

a. About how qany adults are between 66 and 74 inches?

;/T’; s’
-‘,-- (1

2. NETWORKiNG SiTES The number of friends per member in a sample of 82() members
is normally distributed with a mean of 38 and a standard deviation of 12.

A. About how many members have between 26 and 50 friends?

B. What is the probability that a random member will have more than 14 friends?

19 2(

2 Standard Normal Distribution The Fmpirical Rule is only ti’cfu1 fr evaluating
specific . aloes, suc.h as p 4 r. Oiice the dati st is t.mdardi.ed, howe’. er an’. data

value can be evaluated. Data are standardiicd b) con’. erting them to :—values, also
known as —st uris I hi’ z—valoe represents the number of standard des iati ins that a given
data value is from the mean. 1 herefore, values can be used In deti rmine the position of
any data value within a sct of data.

I Cortcep(_Formula for z-Values

‘The i-value for a data value Xin a set of normally distributed data is given b=- ,here , is
the mean and is the standard deviation.

J Use 2-Values to Locate Position iTip

Find z if X — 18, g — 22, and = 3.1.
Indicate the position of X in the distribution.

?: -Zz.

3. FindXifp = 39, r= 8.2, and: 0.73. Indicate the position ofXin
the distribution.

M

b. What is the probability that a random adult is more than 72 inches tall?

A.’) 1Q

.(o% Zo

t3.) q,

Sgrrmutry The normal
distribution Is symmetrical, so
when you are asked for the
middle or outside set of data,
the i-values will be opposites.

3 X-39
a2



0-8 Notes

- I?i-oinple I co1v,n.ç for the hypotrnuci’) -- —.

Use the Pythagorean theorem to determine the length of X.

www.rnathwarehouse.com

Srepl

Identify the legs* and the hypotcnusek of Inc The legs have ngth 6 and 8 X
right trianglo.

hypotenusek because it is opposite the right
angle.

Step2

Substitute values into the lormula (remember

0’ is the hypotenuse).
A2 + =

62+82=X2

Step 3

Solveforthe unknown.

A2 i —

fl1 —

icy

10=.



-

- Lxanipie 7 (soli’ing for a leg) - -- * • - -

Use the Pythagorean theorem to determine the length ol X.

www.irthwrehouse.com

Sicpl

Identify the Iegsk and the hypolenLJse of the The Iegs have length 24 and A

rirjht triangle. The .

Step 2

Substitute values into the formula (remember

‘C’ is the hypotenuse).

Sr p 3

Solve for the unknown.

the legs.

=



9-1 Trigonometric Functions in Right Triangles
Wigonometric Functions for Acute Ang’es Trigonometry is the study of

L relationships among the angles and sides of a right triangle. A trigonometric ratio
compares the side lengths of a right triangle. A trigonometric function has a rule given
by a trigonometric ratio.

A

Words If 0 Is the measure of an acute angle of a right triangle, then the following trigonometric
functions involving the opposite side opp, the adjacent side adj, and the hypotenuse
hypare true.

opp hypSymbols sin (sine) 0
=

csc (cosecant) 0 =

cos (cosine) (1 = see (secant) o =!
hyp adj

Find the values of the six trigonometric functions for angle 0.

(s9_L. Sece:Ji

j95

(Practice
1. Find the values of the six trigonometric functions for angle B.

The Greek letter thef 0 is often used to represent the measure
of an acute angle in a right triangle. The hypoten use, the
leg opposite 9, and the leg adjacent to 0 are used to define the
six trigonometric functions.

opposite
leg

C adjacent B
leg

3

tan (tangent) 0= cot (cotangent) 0 =

Examples sin 0 = cos 0 = tan 0 = .. Ray

cscO=. sec0=. cot0= SOH-CAH-TOA

I?
CSc: .i]

I,..

p



Notice that the cosccant, secant, and cotangent ratios are reciprocals of the sine, cosin.!

and tangent ratios, respectively. These arc called the reciprocal functions.

cscO---— secO—---—
sznO cosO tanO

The domain of any trigonometric function is the set of all acute angles 0 of a right

triangle. So, trigonometric functions depend only on the measures of the acute angles,

not on the side lengths of a right triangle.

[iConcept Trigonometric Vafties for Special Angles —

30°-60°-90°

: Sifl 30° = COS 300
= $ tati 30° =4

sin 60° = cos 6O =
tan 60c = -

x/

450450_900

: sin4504 cos45° tan451

C

‘5:5

(0(/-
-

x

If sin B
= --,

find the exact values of the five remaining tdgonometric

functions for B. J Draw a right triangle and label one acute angle B.

Cosj3.E c.& ..k..,
13
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Use a trigonometric function to find the value of x. Round to
the nearest tenth if necessary.

1q. o

7

• IIIII•

• liii..
• liii.
•..III.
I ililil
• hull
• ulhhl•
• uuiaa •
• ui.hl•
• hull
• 111111
I 111111

• 11111 •
• 1Shh1 I

_jiiMng$idèLèñ
BUILDINGS To calculate the height of a building, Joel
walked 200 feet from the base of the building and used
an inclinometer to measure the angle from his eye to the
top of the building. If his eye level is at 6 feet, how tall
is the building?

2vo.
2O

d

7

200 ft



When solving equations like 3x —27, you use the inverse of multiplication to find x!!

You also can find angle measures by using the inverse of sine, cosine, or tangent.

‘l eGoncept hwerse Ttigonometnc Ratios

_

Words If LA is an acute angle and the sine of A is x Then the inverse sine of xis the measure

of Lit

Symbols If sin A = x, then sin—1 x = mLA.

Example sin A = —. sin - = mLA —. mLA 300

Words If LA is an acute angle and the cosine of A is x, then the Inverse cosine of x Is the

measure of LA.

Symbols If COS A x, then cos x= mLA.

Example cos A
= 4—. cos 4 = mLA — mLA = 450

words If LA is an acute angle and the tangent of A is x, then the inverse tangent of xis the

measureof LA.

Symbols If tan A = x, then tan’ x = mLA

Example tanA=-.tan1J=mLA_.mLA=600

Find a Mia’sing’Aiigie
Find the measure of each angle. Round to the nearest tenth if necessary.

a. ZN
N

Sjr9

Si()c9

(os

M

L

C B B



StdTip
nges of El ation and
Eopsssion The angle of
elevatIon and the angle of
depressIon are congruent
since they are alternate
krterior angles of parallel lines.

, Use Ang’es of E)evatlon and Depression

a. COIF A golfer is standing at the tee,
looking up to the green on a hill. If the
tee is 36 yards lower than the green and
the angle of elevation from the tee to the
hole iv 120, find the distance from the tee
to the hole.

“

b. ROILER COASTER The hill of the roller coaster n
angle of descent, or an angle of depression, of 60°.
Its vertical drop iv 195 feet. Estimate the length of
the hill.

!
K

X 9s

in the figure at the right, the angle formed by
the line of sight front tire swimmer and a line
parallel to the horizon is called the angle of
elevation, The angle formed by the line cC sight
from the lifeguard and a line parallel to the
horizon is called the angle of depression,

HW: 2-38(even), 46, 48



1 Angles in Standard Position An angle on the
coordinate plane is in standard position if the vertex

is at the origin and one ray is on the positive x-axis.

• The ray on the x-axis is called the initial side
of the angle.

• The ray that rotates about the center is called
the terminal side.

I I Draw an Angle In Standard Position

Draw an angle with the given measure in standard position.

a. 215° b. _400

9-2 Angles and Angle Measure

y

*.x

5 KeyConctpt Angle Measures

o InuM
side

270

If the measure of an angle is positive, the
terminal side Is rotated counterclockwise.

If the measure of an angle is negative,
the terminal side is rotated clockwise.

C

y

i2O

y

r x

—145



WAKEODARDING Wakcboarding is a combination of surfing, skateboarding,
snowboarding, and water skiing. One maneuver involves a 540-degree rotation
in the air. Draw an angle in standard position that measures 540g.

Two or more angles in standard position with the same
terminal side arc called coterminal angles. For example,
angles that measure 600, 4200, and _3000 arc coterminal,
as shown in the figure at the right. 420k

An angle that is coterminal with another angle can be
found by adding or subtracting a multiple of 360°.

• 600 + %O° = 4200

• 60° — 360° —300°

!FI

Find an angle with a positive measure and an angle with a negative measure that are
coterminal with each angle.

a. 1300 b. 2000

The terminal side of an angle can make more than
one complete rotation. For example, a complete
rotation of 360’ plus a rotation of 1200 forms an
angle that measures 36ff’ + 1200 or 4800.

4€Oarsfej

2. Draw an angle in standard position that measures 6(X)°.

-x9—Il

-ZOO -43(QQ

130 -o -2-CL) -Q



One radian is the measure of an angle 0 in standard position
with a terminal side that intercepts an arc with the same length
as the radius of the circle.

A
center of the circle.

of a circle is an angle with a vertex at the

Words Model

Symbols S = cC

yFlndkcLèngth

TRUCKS Monster Iruck tires have a radius of 33 inches. How far does a monster truck

travel iqjQafter lust three fourths of a tire rotation?

(‘33
‘•1

3r3S

5. A circle has a diameter of 9 centimeters Find the arc length if the central angle is

61)”. Round to the nearest tenth.

21 0 —. .

27v radins iidians [D

KeConcept Convert Between Degrees and Radians
—

Degrees to Radians Radians to Degrees

ix

0=1 rac6an

Convert Between Degrees and

Rewrite the degree measure in radians and the radian measure in degrees.

a. —3O ..7L b.

4A. 120” q..
‘/s—

4B,—W . -I3S o
4T

For a circle with radius rand central

angle (1 (in radians), the arc length s
-

equals the product of rand IL

LOS. cr -22:
Cc5 3



Draw an angle with the given measure in standard position.

2. -6O° 3. 39O

+
Find an angle with a positive measure and an an1e with a negative measure that are
coterminal with each angle. ,

4. 25°3

Rewrite each cgree measure in radians and each radian measure in degrees.

25

10. tCS REASONING A tennis player’s swing moves along the path of an arc. If the radius
of the arc’s circle is 4 feet and the angle of rotation is 1 OO, what is the lengh of the arc?
Round to the nearest tenth. r_L1 ‘rr c’7 &L z7 Ot

HW: 12-34(even), 55, 57
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10.
6

600

Cross out the correct answers. The remaining letters (one per space) complete the statement.

5 9 6J 3 10 3,ñ 3 4.,J 12 215
EQ HA UA LT LF OT HE SQ UA RE RO

&J 25 6/ 5 20 3 36 2

OT OF TH ER AD IU EH 50 FT YP PY

11 4 16 6 8 32 2 7 8J 2J
OT TH EN AG OR US AS TH E. T. S.

a

Name:

_________________________________________

Date:

______________

Hour:

_______

Special Right Triangles Worksheet

Isosceles Right Triangle 30-60-90 Triangle

a=4

b=4/ b=23=6

Find the missing sides.

1. 2.

4. 5. 6.

6

7. 8. 9.

11. 12.

12

In a 30-60-90 degrees right triangle, the side opposite the 30-degree angle is



1 Trigonometric Functions for General Angles You can find values of
trigonometric functions for angles greater than 90° Or less than 0.

KeyConcept Trigonometric Functions of General Angles

tet 0 be an angle In standard position and let
y be a point on Its terminal side. Using the

Pythagorean Theorem, six
trigonometric functions of 0 are defined below.

sin0= cst1! tan0!,x#0
I’ F K

csco=L,y0 sec0=-,x#o coto=!,y#0
y x y

5 U ø:O8tTC FunctiornGtli

The terminal side of 0 in standard position contains
the point at (—3, —4). Find the exact values of the six
trigonometric functions of 0. -

-

s

-‘3 :

1’vp’ (

9=0° 0=90’ 9=180’
or 0 radians or radians or it radians

9-3 Trigonometric Functions of General Anales

If the terminal side of angle 9 in slandard position lies on the v-or y-axis, the angle is
caUed a quadranlal angle.

KeyConcept Quadrantal Angles Tbo
meas&xe of a guadrantal0=270°

or radians ancjle ts a multiple Of

90’ or.

The terminal side of 0 in standard position contahis
the point at (0, 6). Find the values of the six
trigonometric functions of 0.

I’ cdj x

o1e



1. The terminal side of 0 in standard position contains the point at (—6, 2). Find the

exact values of the six trigonometric functions of 0.

2.
Ic’

coe4
4r

‘Thgoncrnetric Functions with Reference Angles If U is

a nonquadrantal angle in standard position, its reference angle
f) is the acute angle formed by the terminal side of I) and the

x-axis. The rules for finding the measures of reference angles
For 0’ < 0 < 360’ or 0’ < 0< 2it are shown below.

tcjConcept Reference Angles

I
—‘

“, ft
/ N

0 5

a’

Read injMath
Tha Prime ft’ is read

Quadrant it Quadrant itt

‘IerpMgTes

Sketch each angle. Then find its reference angle. ic

b-.- -225°
4-

c9

+A(O (&rO
- 3

2. The terminal side of 0 in standard position contains the point at (—2, 0). Find the

values of the six trigonometric functions of 0.

or’1
a

-

(oj&

Quadrant I Quadrant IV

a. 21(r

/5D



FUI3ES The swing arms of the ride at the
right are 84 feet long and the height of
the axis from which the arms swing is
97 feet. What is the total height of the
ride at the peak of the arc?

-

Sitb. csc—

Quadrant I
s,n 0 csc C +

tanO,cot(5+

Quadrant IV

sin 9, ccc C —

rca 0, sec C +

tan 9, cnt C —

You can use reference angles to evaluate trigonometric functions for any angle 0. The sign
of a function is determined by the quadrant in which the terminal side of 0 lies. Use these
steps to evaluate a trigonometric function for any angle U

KeyGoncept Evaluate Trigonometric Functions

Li• Find the measure of the reference angle 0’.

LJ Evaluate the trigonometric function for 0’.

[ Determine the sign of the trigonometric
function value. Use the quadrant in which
the lerminal side of 0 lies.

Quadrant II
Sr 0, sc (1 +

ccc 0, ccc C

tan 0, cot C —

Quadrant III

Sir 0, csc 1.1 —

cos 0 sec C —

tan 0, cot C +

I lJsea Reference Angle to Find a Thgonometñc VaJii1d El
Find the exact value of each trigonometric function.

a. coy 240°

C.Sc9: .Sfk
9o

::ci Use Trlgonómetdc Functions

n2o—



The terminal slde of 0 in standard position contains each point. Find the exact values of
the six trigonometric functions of 0.

1. (1, 2) 3. (U, —4)

Sketch each angle. Then find its reference angle.

4. 3OO

Find the exact value of each trigonometric function.

6

Cos

HW: 12-32(even), 33, 48, 49

7. sin.i 5jr



Exact values of trig functions

• Draw angle

7
Draw reference tnangle

• Find reference angle
• Use
patterns to find trig, value

Positive or negative is
determined by quadrant location

irtJ --!f CaO

cos13S

- Ny

Lj)

-

- •iyP

-‘ v 2x x

x

d1 frenC+rkk

Orc3 ,o ç-xi

cJt€. •i.

cIL*3oy Q’eI ks4

SteDs
• Draw angle
• Draw reference triangle
• Find reference angle
• Use 30-60-90 or 45-45-90
patterns to find trig, value
• Positive or negative is
determined by quadrant location

sin

-x
lc

r

—x
on,

/
(iànq1j



Steps
• Draw angle
• Draw reference triangle
• Find reference angle
• Use 30-60-90 or 45-45-90
patterns to find trig, value
• Positive or negative is
determined by quadrant location

-)co

5€ç

• Draw angle
• Draw reference triangle
• Find reference angle
• Use 30-60-90 or 45-45-90
patterns to find trig, value
• Positive or negative is
determined by quadrant location
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WS: exact values of trig functions Worksheet
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9-LOS (Law of Sines)

1 FInd the Area of a Thangle In the triangle at

the right, sin A = IL, or/i = c sin A.

Area = -bIr Formula tsr area of a trianqie

Area = sin A) Replace ti with c sin A. A

Area = hc sin A Simplify. 2 S:4es
1:1 V’Concept Area of a Triangle —

Words The area of a triangle is one half the product
of the lengths of two sides and the sine of their
included angle.

Symbols Area = sin A.= 1ac sin B= sin C A
2

Find the area of LABC to the nearest Lcnth.

In ABC, a = 8, b = 9, and C 104°.

-I (()sn iO”f

Eic7

L

b C

b C

B

8 cm

A cm C

1. Find the area of ABC to the nearest tenth if A = 310, b = 18 meters, and

c = 22 meters.

( i2)scn3



KtyConcepi Law of Sines

In AABC. if sides with lengths a, b, and care — 2. czi A S i’de_
opposite angles with measures A, B, and C zrespectively, then the following is true. 3

A b C

L’ Solve a Tnan9le Given Two Angles and a Side n

Solve LABC. Round to the nearest tenth if necessary.

tO

Gui:L Practice

2. Solve L’sPQ ifP=42Q= 5’,and n 5.

‘5ffl•3_

Keyconcept Possible Triangles in SSA Case

Consider a triangle in which a, Li, and mLA are given.

LA is Acute. LA is Right or Obtuse.

A

a<h a=h a<b
no solution one solution no sution

h<a<b ab a>b
two solutions one solution one solution

Since sin A = you can use Ii I’ sin A to find Ii in acute triangles.

so..
3

B

E\)

a=h

a
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,, Solve aTnangle GiveaTwo Sides and an

Determine whether each triangle has no solution, one solution, or two olntions.
Then solve the triangle. Round side lengths to the nearest tenth and angle measures
to the nearest degree.

a. In 1RST,R =1O5,r=9, and 5=6.

____

I

9

A 6 7

b. In ABC, A = 54, a = 6, and b = 8.

-

___

- -i-

C Int,ABC,A =35°,a=17,andb=20,

A

v3S

C

2D

17

1-7

E



GuidedPractice

Determine whether each triangle has no solution, one solution, or two solutions.
Then solve the triangle. Round side lengths to the nearest tenth and angle measures
to the nearest degree.

3A. In ARST, R 95, r = tO, and s = 12.

sr’9.c-.

& b-hA$Q

1.1

38. Tn LMN’1’, N = 3, n = 7, and p 4.

3C. In /ABC, A = 47°, a = 15, and Ii 18.

-
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NAME DATE PERIOD

____________

Law of Sines Worksheet
Find the area of AABC to the nearest tenth.

2. A =35,b3 ft,c7ft

Solve each triangle. Round side lengths to the nearest tenth and angle measures to the nearest degree.

3.

5.

A
4.

C

A

7. WILDLIFE Sarah Phillips, an officer for the Department of Fisheries and Wildlife, checks boaters on a lake to make sure

they do not disturb two osprey nesting sites. She leaves a dock and heads due north in her boat to the first nesting site. From

here, she turns 5° north of due west and travels an additional 2.14 miles to the second nesting site. She then travels 6.7 miles

directly back to the dock. How far from the dock is the first osprey nesting site? Round to the nearest tenth.

10 cm

375

212

119

6.

22
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• A submersible is an underwater vessel used
for exploring the depths of the ocean. You
can use trigonometry to find the distance
from a ship used to lower a submersible
into the ocean and a shipwreck spoiled by
the submersible on the ocean floor.

otVeaTttngte Given TwoSides and the Included Anle1

sol tABc.

5— Z(5)(cos,
I9 - Occ,j3

Li
Sifl(: (7

sirH-:

OInfl

I lisa Law of Cosines to Solve Triarilas You cannot use the law ot Sines to solve
a triangle like the one shown above. You can use the taw of Cosines if:

• the measures of two sides and the included angle are known (sidcangle-side case). s3
• the measures of three sides are known (side-sideside case).

ICeyConcept Law of Cosines

In AA8C, if sides with lengths a, b, and c are opposite angles with B
measures A. B, and C, respectively, then the following are hue.

a2=b2+—2bccosA

b2 = a2 + C2 — 2accos B

c2=a2+b2—2abcosC A b C

5/k)

s,rC
2. S.

B

,1lgo -

uith Practict
1. Solve L1’C1I if ( = S2f= 6, and I, = 4,

-z. )(q)02
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When you are only given the three side lengths of a triangle, you can solve it by using the

Law of Cosines. 11w first stcp is to 1iid te measure of II ‘est angle. ‘this is done to

ensure the other two angles are acute vIwn using 11w law of Sines.

iiJi.u U Solve aTna1Three

Solve AflC

[ f (,Ipt5Umfllry Solving ObhqueTnangles

Given Begin by Using

two angles and any sides 5 Law of SInes

two sides and an angle opposite one of them 5cf\ Law of Sines

two sides and their included angle 5 Law ot Cosines $r’ ç\

‘A5-Law of Cosinesthree sides 555
Practice

3. MARATHOhS Amelia ran 6 miles in one direction. She then turned 7i’ and ran 7 miles.

At the end of the run, how tir was Anwlia from her starting point?

A B

16Ic2- 9IdZio)os,,A

ZG 4/00
— IOccA
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NAME DATE PERIOD

Law of Cosines Worksheet
Solve each AABC. Round side lengths to the nearest tenth and angle measures to the nearest degree.

2. /8

/12

7.4mi
6.9 mi

A .8
2.4 mi

1. B

7

9 B3.

5

4. C71,a3,b4 5.C35°,a5,b8

6.

7. SATELLITES Two radar stations 2.4 miles apart are tracking an airplane. The straight-line
distance between Station A and the plane is 7.4 miles. The straight-line distance between
Station B and the plane is 6.9 miles. What is the angle of elevation from Station A to the
plane? Round to the nearest degree.

Chapter 12 31 Glencoe Algebra 2



10-1 Trigonometric Identities

A Trigonometric Identity is an equation involving trigonometric
functions that is true for all values for which every expression in the equation is
defined. ,

Key Concept Basic Trtgonometnc Identities

2
Quotient hknhtias

1 - tan(1— cotO
cos

coo tI# 0 sn O# 0

Reciprocal Identities

sin6.csct0 cscW—sinf1#0

cosl)=—,sccO#O secO=—1-.cos#0

tan 0 cot 0 # 0 cot 0 = tan 0 #0

Pythagorean Identities

• cos0+sin2o=i tan2O+1=sec2O cot20+1=csc20

Cofunction Identities

sin(—o)=cooo cos(— 0)=sin tan(—o)=cot0

Negative Angle Identities

cos(—0)=cos0 tan—ffl —lnO
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